
Traders watch 25

The post-Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) meeting decision to leave all monetary policy instruments
unchanged has further depressed the equity market, despite the seeming resistance of the index around
the 25,401.27 band, before giving up to continue its down trend. Also, against the backdrop of inflation
rate at 18.33% and the lingering negative Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth, many investors are
becoming more cautious today and rather opt to stand on the side line.

Meanwhile, the composite NSE All Share Index shed 204.15 points to close lower at 25,333.39
points, from an opening figure of 25,537.54 points, representing a 0.80% decline on the back of
a low volume of trades to continue the six weeks bearish streak. The week recorded a buying
position of 9% of total volume traded for the period and 91% selling position.

NSEASI WEEKLY TIME FRAME

The NSEASI on a daily, weekly and monthly time frame have continued to trend downward,
below the blue bullish trend line and under the yellow line, as it has equally broken down the
black line which is the strong support level at 25,660.40 on negative market forces to 25,
333.39. The current momentum and trending ability of the market on the above mentioned
time frame are strong, as ADX is above 20, meaning that the bear has taken over the market.

The possibility of the market remaining in this direction for the new week is high except for end
of the month window dressing by market players as they balance their trading account for the
month and possibly if there is any positive news in the market.

The accumulating phase of the market is likely to start soon.

The index is trading below its 20 and 50-Day moving average. Traders should watch out for the
first and second support levels at 25,059.05 and 24,850.11 respectively, but if there is any move
up with 26, 083.76 and 25,537.54 respectively.



Looking at technical indicators, the NSEASI closed below the lower band by 12%.

Although, the index has broken the lower band and a downside breakout is possible, the most
likely scenario is for the current trading range that NSEASI is in to continue. While MACD is
bearish with RSI reading 34.44, which is relatively at oversold.

Money flow index is looking down, indicating that funds are exiting the market. SO and RSI are
still indicating buy, while MACD and CCI are still signaling sell.

FO

FO moved 24.04% lower over the past week on a bear sentiment as it continues to trend
downward, while making lower lows in the last nine months to hit its three-year low of N62.80,
forming a double bottom which is a reversal chart pattern again which it has earlier broken.

Traders should watch for imminent reversal or breakdown of the first support level of N52 and
second support of N43.39 or reverse up to first resistant level at N70 and second resistance RS
at N82 respectively. The stock is trading below its 20 and 50-Day moving average at N62.80 per
share.

Looking at the technical indicators, FO closed below the lower band by 13.2%. Although prices
have broken the lower band and a downside breakout is possible, the most likely scenario is for
the current trading range that FO is in to continue. MACD is bearish at its oversold region and
RSI is reading 16.07, which equally signifies oversold. All momentum indicators are signaling
buy. MFI is looking down, indicating that funds are still exiting the stock. The weekly buy
volume of the total transactions was 0%, while sell position was 100%.

OKOMU OIL



Okomu Oil moved 13.81% lower over the past week on a bear sentiment and profit booking by
traders as the stock pulled back to create a chance for repositioning. The momentum and trend
on a weekly time frame is strong while the bearish trend on daily time frame is strong as ADX at
39.14.
Traders should watch the downtrend as it moves to the first support level at N33.87, a break
out the current support level of N36.20 is high. Any move up to the first resistance level of
N40.08. The stock is trading below its 20 and 50-day moving average.

Looking at technical indicators, Okomu closed above the lower band by 40.4%. The MACD just
crossed below its signal line, which is a bearish signal. RSI is reading 48.44 on a neutral region,
while other momentum indicators like RSI, SO and CCI are signaling sell. MFI is looking down, to
indicate that funds are exiting as the stock is with buying volume position of 0% and sell
position of 100% for the week.

DIAMOND BANK



Diamond Bank moved 6.74% higher over the past week on a bullish sentiment forming a
descending triangle chart pattern after a downward trend, making lower lows for almost three
years, despite several attempts to rebound that fail.

Traders should watch for a reversal on a low price attraction within descending triangle chart
pattern to continue a uptrend or reversed. The first resistance level of N1.01 and second
resistance level of N1.11 or reverse down to first support level at N0.89 and second support
point at N0.85 respectively. The stock is trading below its 20 and 50-Day moving average at
N0.95 per share.

Looking at the technical indicators, Diamond Bank closed above the lower band by 19%. MACD
is bearish and RSI is reading 32.89, which indicate oversold. Momentum indicators like RSI and
CCI are signaling buy, while OS and MACD indicates sell. MFI is looking up, signifying that funds
are entering the stock. The weekly buy volume of the total transactions was 75%, while sell
position was 25%. But Friday's position was 33% for buy and 67% sell.

TOTAL



Total Nigeria moved 10.93% lower over the past week on profit taking and price adjustment for
interim dividend during the week. The recent pull back is an opportunity for traders and
investors to put their gaze on the stock. The bull momentum on a weekly basis is strong while
on a daily time frame the bear trend and direction is strong as ADX on weekly and daily time
frame is above 20.
Traders should confirm the reversal and ride with it to N290, as the first resistance is at N269
and the second resistance level is at N276. Any move down to the first support level of N223
and the second support level is at N200. The stock is trading above its 50 day moving average.

Looking at technical indicators, TOTAL closed above the lower band by 42.8%. The MACD just
crossed below its signal line. This is a bearish signal. RSI is reading 49.99 relatively neutral, while
all momentum indicators like RSI, SO, CCI and MACD are signaling sell. MFI is looking up on a
daily time frame, to indicate that funds are entering the stock, with buying volume position of
50% and sell position of 50% for the week.

AFRICA PRUDENTIAL



Afriprud moved 14.51% higher over the past week on a mixed sentiment to continue its
uptrend to form a double top chart formation that supported trend reversal. The move is still
weak as momentum is below 20 as ADX is 13.53. Traders should watch for a break out to first
resistance level of N3.02 and second resistance level of N3.10 or reverse down to touch first
support level at N2.60 and the second support level will be at N2.48 per share. The stock is
trading above its 20 and 50-Day moving average at N2.92 per share.

Looking at the technical indicators, Afriprud closed below the upper band by 22%. MACD just
crossed above its signal line. This is a bullish signal. RSI is reading 56.37. MACD and CC1
indicators are signaling BUY, except for Stochastic Oscillator. MFI is looking up to indicate that
funds are entering the stock. The Buy to sell volume indicator reveal 100% buy volume on the
week and sell position 0%.


